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RAMMED A FIGHTER - LANDED ON DOG!

A sergeant pilot from Sydney, in one of the R.A.F. Hurricanes which

attacked, a strong formation of enemy aircraft off Malta on Saturday,

destroyed a Macchi C.200 by ramming it. The Hurricanes sighted a high

flying formation of Cant bombers surrounded by twenty escorting fighters.
As the Hurricanes climbed to attack, combats developed with the Macchis

and three of them were destroyed, a fourth probably destroyed and a

fifth badly damaged.

The Australian sergeant described the engagement in Malta hospital

on Sunday. "As we were going for the bombers, the Macchis dived on us,"

he said. "I counted sixteen, and as I went after one of them I saw the

Hurricanes having excitements of their am, One pilot officer was among

six Italians with four on his tail. I put a few bursts into the one I

was after, and his tail started, to smoke. Then another attacked, me astern.

I turned and saw this other chap and flew straight at him. I expected him

to turn as Italians and Germans usually do, but he didn’t. Perhaps the

pilot was killed. I flew right into him and the Macchi broke up in the

air. There were pieces all over the place.

"I am told that one of my wings and tail broke off, but I don't know

for I didn’t see my Hurricane again. I was in a spin and didn't need to

jump. I just opened the lid and I was out. I was about 2,000 feet up

at the time. As I came dawn over the island, I saw I was going to land

on a village. I hit the wall of a house and landed on a flat roof right
on top of a dog which let off a terrific yell, jumped off the roof and

bolted up the road. From the way he went he is probably still travelling.

"There were about a hundred villagers around me in a few seconds

wanting to help, and then an army doctor arrived. So here I am, but I

don’t want to be here long."

In a neighbouring room was the pilot officer, a South African from

Johannesburg. After shooting down one Macchi into the sea,
he was

attacked from behind and hit in the back by a heavy machine-gun bullet.

Although badly wounded, he flew his damaged aircraft back, coolly circled

the aerodrome, landed and taxied to the dispersal point. He was quite
cheerful in hospital and has been visited by most of his fellow pilots.


